
Introducing PiX 410C: the most advanced bendable digital detector 

available in the market. 410C has the highest pixel pitch currently 

available for a bendable detector. It also comes with a rugged 

exterior case to withstand rigors of NOT use. Having a portable 

and lightweight form factor, its unique flexible design allows for 

reduced geometric distortion & enhanced detail resolution. 

At Pacific NOT, we want to ensure that our products offer 

customers a plug and play experience while ensuring a long term 

use to maximize their ROI. 

What are the advantages of using bendable 

digital detector for weld inspection? 

Here are key benefits: 
• Enhanced Image Quality
Reduced Geometric Distortion: The flexibility allows the 
detector to contour closely to the weld, minimizing the distance 
between the detector and the subject. This proximity reduces 
geometric distortion, leading to clearer, more accurate images. 

Improved Detail Resolution: Bendable detectors can capture 
finer details within the weld, aiding in the detection of small 
flaws, cracks, or voids that might be missed by traditional flat 
panel detectors. 

Using bendable digital detectors for weld inspection offers 

significant advantages that enhance the effectiveness, 

efficiency, and scope of non-destructive testing (NOT) 

processes. 

• Increased Versatility
Adaptability to Complex Shapes: Welds on pipes, tanks, and 
irregularly shaped structures can be challenging to inspect with 
rigid detectors. Bendable detectors can adapt to these shapes, 
ensuring thorough inspections. 

Broad Application Range: Their versatility makes them suitable 
for a wide range of industries, including oil and gas, aerospace, 
and manufacturing, where weld integrity is crucial. 
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Pacific NDT's bendable digital detector meets ASME Section V requirements 

for DDA. It features an auto-lock mechanism, preventing overextension and 

ensuring safety. Designed for pipes with a diameter of 5" and larger, they 

excel in boiler pipelines and large cylindrical pipe inspections. 

Their rugged form factor guarantees durability, instilling confidence in users. 

These detectors have revolutionized X-ray imaging by maintaining a consistent 

X-ray path length along curved surf aces. Our innovative design facilitates secure

attachment to pipes, ensuring uniform X-ray path lengths-a crucial factor for 

accurate imaging. 

The detector's protective armor comes with added protection to avoid damage to 

critical components & connectors during field use. Pacific's Digital Detectors 

connect seamlessly with PiX Acquisition Software making the whole process of 

transitioning to digital seamless. 
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Conclusion: 

The use of bendable digital detectors for weld inspection represents a significant advancement in NDT technology. 

By offering superior image quality, adaptability, and efficiency, these detectors meet the complex demands of modern 

weld inspections, supporting industries in maintaining the highest standards of safety and quality. 
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